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About us
Autism Tasmania is a community based, 
not-for-profit, incorporated association and 
registered charity. 

We are committed to improving the lives of 
adults and children on the autism spectrum, 
their families, and carers; and to improve 
community awareness, acceptance, and 
understanding of autism.

We work closely with our members and the 
extended autism community to advocate for 
equity and fairness.
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Our Vision
Optimum life outcomes for adults and children on the autism spectrum.

Our Mission
To help adults and children in Tasmania on the autism spectrum, 
their families and carers to participate fully, independently, 
and equally in all aspects of their everyday lives.

Core Values
Inherent worth 
We recognise and celebrate that people on the autism spectrum 
are valuable members of society, capable of contributing 
to and enriching the lives of those around them.

Social justice 
We value equality and recognise that some people need a greater 
share of resources in order to have equal opportunity.

Individual dignity 
We value individuality, acknowledge that everyone should be 
treated with respect, and we believe that all people should have the 
opportunity to be involved in choices relating to their own wellbeing.

Respecting language and identity
We acknowledge the differing views within the autism community 
for describing autism and respect the right of individuals to choose 
the language which they believe most powerfully represents them.

Evidence-based practice and policy
We value evidence based practice and consult with and seek input 
from the autism community to influence better policy outcomes.

Collaboration and community 
We value partnerships with other organisations, and celebrate the 
diversity and achievements of the community we represent.

Professionalism and accountability 
We strive to operate our organisation transparently and with the best 
interests of our members and the Tasmanian autism community in mind.

Our Team: 2018 – 2019

chief executive officer 
Terry Burke

accountant
Philippa Geard
Eleanor Whitchurch

training manager
Robyn Thomas

information team manager
Maree Morgan

information team 
Jodie Denman
Jessica Benge
 Kerryn Pammenter
Ronsley Mitchell
Jeanne-Claire Boyett

peer support the autistic way 
project
Beth Chamberlain
Tracy Voss

administration
Allison Lapham

communications and brand
Ben Lambert
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Welcome to the Autism Tasmania 2019 Annual General Meeting. 

It is with great pleasure that I present Autism Tasmania’s 2018/2019 
Annual Report to be tabled at this video-conference enabled AGM, 
linking every region in Tasmania.

Our membership is drawn from across the state and increasing. While 
most of our members are parents and carers, the proportion and 
involvement of people on the autism spectrum continues to grow.

Autism Tasmania has continued to auspice social events such as Lego 
sessions and Bike days. We’ve implemented a new IT system and 
communicate via email, Facebook, and Spectrum eNews. Our program 
delivery and training has been augmented by support coordination 
activities. Strategic planning in 2018 has allowed Autism Tasmania to 
maintain viability during the transition from state to NDIS funding. 

I would like to thank members of the board for their continued 
commitment to the governance of Autism Tasmania. Regular, weekend 
face-to-face meetings in Launceston have been augmented using 
ZOOM videoconferencing. This engagement and oversight has enabled 
Autism Tasmania to focus on developing a strategic plan, implementing 
new services, reviewing funding grant applications, while continuing to 
deliver valued services. 

Many of our board members tend to underestimate the individual 
importance of their role but it is their complementary and collective 
skills and effort that helps shape our organisation.

I would especially like to acknowledge the contribution of two 
longstanding Autism Tasmania board members who are retiring-
Geraldine Robertson and Kieron Cornwall. Individually they have 
undertaken a broad range of roles on the Autism Tasmania board and 
have collectively shaped the organisation ensuring its integrity as one 
grounded by the lived experience of its members.  Their knowledge 
and wisdom will be sorely missed, and I wish them well in their further 
endeavours.

Finally, I want to thank CEO, Terry Burke and Autism Tasmania staff. In 
the face of challenges in the past year it has been the common-sense, 
hard-work and determination of our staff that has enabled the viability 
of our organisation in continuing to serve the needs of Tasmanians on 
the autism spectrum and their families.

Kieran McDonald
Chairperson
October 2019

Chairperson’s report
Our Board: 2018 – 2019

chairperson
Kieran McDonald

deputy chairperson
Annette Beechey

secretary
Tessa Moodie

treasurer
Kieron Cornwell

board members
Geraldine Robertson
Peter Freak
David Donald
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Chief Executive Officer Review
During another year that was unsettling due to constant changes 
around our transition to funding under the NDIS environment 
I would like to acknowledge the resilience and tenacity of our 
staff. Not only did they continue to provide our suite of services 
to the autism community many were involved in additional 
projects. Positioning the organisation to be in the best shape 
possible to maximise our opportunities for success under the NDIS 
Information Linkages and Capacity Building (ILC) Grant Funding 
Rounds was a major focus.

These projects included input into the development of a 
revitalised Strategic Plan, the specification of a fit for purpose 
database and migration to a cloud-based platform and 
identification of components and structuring of a relevant ILC 
grant submission.

Some years back we recognised the need to develop other 
revenue streams rather than being solely reliant on government 
funding. I am pleased to acknowledge the extraordinary 
efforts of the staff in the last year in growing our Training and 
Support Coordination revenue that has provided a buffer to the 
uncertainty around ongoing government funding. I note that 
surpluses achieved over the past seven years have allowed the 
organisation to invest in projects to secure a sustainable future 
and bridge any funding gaps. The need for holding such surpluses 
will diminish as we secure our future and expectation is that 
these will then be invested into projects to further support the 
Tasmanian autism community.  

The NDIS rollout for ILC funding in Tasmania was initially set for 
late 2018 with a Tasmanian grant round expected to be opened in 
September 2018. This would have allowed for a smooth transition 
from our Federal and State based funding that was due to expire 
in June 2019.

In November 2018 the NDIA announced a capacity building round 
for a newly created category of organisation of Disabled Persons 
and Family Organisation (DPFO). Autism Tasmania applied in late 
2018 for our “Peer Support the Autistic Way” project which we 
secured in April 2019. 



Late in December 2018 the NDIA then released a reshaped 
ILC Investment Policy which envisaged a number of National 
grant rounds to be released over 2019/20. We recently applied 
for a three-year DPFO funding grant that will be announced in 
December 2019.

Whilst we look to secure the future of Autism Tasmania, we 
have also been working via our involvement in the Australian 
Autism Alliance to identify improvements to the NDIS participant 
experience including calls for clear and accessible eligibility 
criteria, a dedicated autism and neurodevelopmental stream, 
addressing the unacceptable planning delays and the impact of 
thin markets on participants obtaining required services. These 
representations are informed from the interactions with our 
members and clients which continually identify the day to day 
challenges being faced.

As Co-Chair of the Australian Autism Alliance I sit on the NDIS 
Autism Advisory Group with other members of the autism 
community and senior NDIS management including their Chair and 
CEO. Although progress has been slow, we continue to prosecute 
our call for change.  Under the “Change4Autism” campaign we 
meet with politicians and advisors of all political persuasions to 
advance the four key priorities identified in this manifesto. 

I again express my thanks and appreciation to the team at Autism 
Tasmania for their efforts and look forward with some confidence 
to finally completing the transition and securing our future to 
further develop and grow our capacity to provide valued and 
relevant services. 

Terry Burke
Chief Executive Officer
October 2019

Autism Tasmania wishes to 
acknowledge the Aboriginal 
people as the traditional 
owners of our land. We pay our 
respects to their elders past 
and present. We recognise the 
displacement and disadvantage 
they have suffered since 
European settlement. Autism 
Tasmania celebrates Aboriginal 
living culture and their valuable 
contributions to the Tasmanian 
community.
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Our thanks
Funders
Department of Communities Tasmania
Department of Social Services
National Disability Insurance Scheme

Corporate & business
Aviso Tas Insurance Brokers
Fairbrother Foundation
Gardenstar
PayPal Giving Fund
Specsavers Optometrists Glenorchy
The Robert Fergusson Family Foundation

Supporters
Lions Clubs International

Partnering organisations
Cooperative Research Centre for Living with Autism (Autism CRC)
National Disability Insurance Agency
National Disability Coordinator Officer Program

We thank all individuals who supported us during the year and 
acknowledge the donations made by our members.
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• Surplus of $89,609 achieved from a deficit in 2018 
($25,355) for reinvestment into our service programs 

• Increase in revenue from Training and Support 
Coordination by $149,895 to $191,640

• Delivery of Training Workshops increased by 
35% with participants growing by 62% 

• Finalisation of Strategic Plan 2018-2021

• 14 Editions of Spectrum eNews

• Active involvement in the Australian Autism Alliance 
including the Change4Autism Federal Election Campaign

• Successful application to NDIS Disability Persons and Family 
Organisation Funding Round- “Peer Support the Autistic Way”

• Membership Increase of 11.5% to 1765 with 133 members 
identifying as being on the autism spectrum

• Migration of all IT infrastructure to cloud based 
environments including database and accounting 
software with enhanced information security

Key activities and 
achievements of 
2018-2019
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1,765
registered members

2,975
facebook followers

104
workshops

1,371
participants

3,708
family & community

connections

20,000
website visits per year

133
individuals on the autism spectrum



Autism Tasmania is funded at a Federal level by the Department of Social 
Services (DSS) through the Helping Children with Autism (HCWA) program 
to deliver the Autism Advisor Service and Early Days Workshops.

The roll out of the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) has seen 
Tasmanian children of all ages eligible to apply for the NDIS since July 2018. 
Consequently, new registrations for the HCWA funding package have now 
ceased, however ongoing funding from DSS has enabled us to continue offering 
service and support to families of young children. This includes information 
about autism and diagnostic services, assistance with applying for the NDIS, 
NDIS pre-planning and support to navigate the other options available. 

Early Days workshops provide information on a broad range of autism related topics 
to parents and other family members of young children diagnosed as being on the 
autism spectrum or showing characteristics of autism. During the year workshops 
were held in the South, North and North West and were well attended in all regions 
with the number of workshop participants exceeding our contracted obligations.

State funding received from the Department of Communities Tasmania enables Autism 
Tasmania to support individuals of all ages on the autism spectrum by providing 
information and referrals. Our directory of evidence-based resources along with services 
relevant to the autism community continues to grow and is shared with our members in a 
variety of ways including via our website, our electronic newsletter (Spectrum eNews) and 
Facebook. We also use this funding to provide free autism information sessions to family 
members of someone on the autism spectrum and promote better community awareness 
and understanding of autism. Our lending library, consisting of books, DVDs and games 
is another way of helping our members to gain a greater understanding of autism.

We continue to facilitate Peer Support Groups and foster the establishment of new groups.

The funding from both State and Federal governments will cease during the 2019/2020 
financial year. Autism Tasmania has applied for Information, Linkages and Capacity 
Building funding through the NDIS to continue to support individuals on the autism 
spectrum and their families that may or may not be participants of the NDIS. The 
outcome of our application for funding should be known in December 2019.

In early 2018 Autism Tasmania registered with the National Disability Insurance Agency 
(NDIA) to provide Support Coordination services to NDIS participants. During the 2018-
19 year we worked with over 40 NDIS participants on the autism spectrum who have 
Support Coordination funding in their plan. Our role as Support Coordinator is to help 
participants (and/or their nominees) to understand their NDIS plan and to connect them 
with mainstream as well as funded supports.  Our knowledge of autism and related 
services places us in an ideal position to provide this service and assist individuals and 
their families to understand autism and navigate supports. Support Coordination has been 
challenging at times, mainly due to the infancy of the NDIS, however it is also extremely 
rewarding when we see individuals on the autism spectrum achieving their goals.

Program delivery
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Training report
During 2018-19 several initiatives were implemented to increase 
availability and relevance of our training program to organisations 
in the disability, health and education sectors and professionals 
working in private practice.  Most notably was the development 
and timely circulation of a Statewide Workshop Schedule for 
both professional development and community information 
sessions and the utilisation of an online booking platform.

Autism Tasmania now employs five adults on the autism spectrum 
as Autistic Consultants.  The involvement of autistic adults in 
our training program continues to be a defining feature which 
is integral to its effectiveness in increasing the awareness, 
acceptance and understanding of autism in Tasmania.  The primary 
role of Autistic Consultants is to attend training workshops and 
engage in facilitated discussions with workshop participants.  
Feedback continually indicates that this opportunity is a highly 
effective and popular component of our training program.  

“The stories of the two adults was the most powerful education 
mode for me.  It was engaging and very insightful”

 “I found talking to the guest speaker very interesting and useful, I 
could have listened to their life experiences all day.”

“Having the personal experiences from the guest speakers was very 
informative and helped explain the theoretical in a personal way.  
A very worthwhile workshop – thanks!”

Success experienced in 2017-18 with the introduction of 
Understanding Autism and Best Practice Support and Positive 
Behaviour Support workshops led to these training options being 
scheduled and promoted regularly throughout the current year.   
They have been continually well attended and feedback has been 
overwhelmingly positive.  They will now remain as regular inclusions 
in Autism Tasmania’s statewide training schedule, thus providing 
organisations with a reliable opportunity to provide their staff with 
trusted, high quality professional development opportunities.

Along with these regular workshops, Autism Tasmania has 
conducted state-wide tailored workshops for Disability Employment 
Services and teachers and support staff in schools.  We have also 
continued to deliver customised training workshops to a variety of 
organisations in the disability, education and health sectors who 
have requested in-house professional development for their staff.  

Autism Tasmania has conducted 104 workshops for a total of 1371 
participants in 2018-19.  This included 70 fee-for-service training 
workshops with over 950 participants drawn from teachers, allied 
health professionals, disability employment consultants, frontline 
health workers, disability support workers, and child care educators.  
Feedback provided by participants in these training sessions was 
resoundingly positive in terms of both an increased understanding 

 “From leaving 
this training I 
collected my 
child from school 
and straight 
away I began 
using my new 
understanding. 
We changed a 
few things at 
home and it’s 
amazing, already 
we are having 
less and less 
meltdowns daily. 
I can’t speak 
more highly of 
this service, the 
facilitator is very 
knowledgeable 
and very easy 
to talk too.”
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of autism and greater confidence in providing effective support.

“Outstanding workshop.  Perfect pace.  Information clear, concise, 
easy to learn.  The presenter was easygoing, down to earth and 
extremely engaging.”

“The presenter was excellent.  She pitched her presentation 
perfectly for my needs.  She had obviously done her homework 
with relation to [our organisation], because her insight into what 
education we might need was exactly on point.”

“One of the best PDs I have attended; very informative, definitely 
not boring, the speakers truly enlightened and inspired me.  I’m 
signing up to additional PDs and have insisted that colleagues 
attend your sessions.  I have not stopped thinking and talking 
about this PD.  Thank you so much.”

Autism Tasmania’s training team have conducted 34 community 
workshops.  These sessions were delivered to 372 parents, family 
carers, students studying in the disability, childcare and community 
sectors and members of various community organisations around the 
state.  The popularity and success of these sessions is best illustrated 
by the comments of parents and family carers who have attended:

“These sessions make a huge difference to our lives with the info 
and hearing what other people are going through it’s just great to 
know that I’m not the only one going through the same situation.”

“Thanks so much for running these sessions.  It is wonderful 
interacting and connecting with other families, sharing ideas, 
feeling less isolated by the experiences my family is going through 
and being around others who understand. [The presenter] is 
amazing, very caring and knowledgeable, supportive, wonderful 
listener, she does a superb job.”
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32%
extremely

useful

44%
very

useful

20%
somewhatuseful

4%
not so

useful

How useful wasthis workshop inproviding you withpractical ideas thatyou can implementat work?(230 responses)

42%
extremely
successful

How successful was
this workshop in
increasing your
understanding

of autism?
(230 responses)47%

very
successful

11%
somewhat
successful
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Hobart office
21 Goulburn Street, Hobart

PO Box 4649, Bathurst Street PO 
Hobart, TAS 7000

Phone: (03) 6231 2745

Launceston office
59D Amy Road, Newstead
Phone: (03) 6344 1212

autismtas.org.au
autism@autismtas.org.au

ABN: 90 215 494 454


